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From Johanna Basford, 36 postcards for coloring and
sending to friends (or keeping for yourself!) These clever
postcards feature beautiful drawings from Lost Ocean,
illustrator and ink evangelist Johanna Basford's magical
journey beneath the waves. Color in the cards to bring to
life shoals of exotic fish, curious octopi, and delicately
penned seahorses, and then share the magic with your
friends - that is, if you can bear to part with them! Each
postcard is an invitation to an inky new world hidden in
the depths of the sea. For pirates, mermaids, and
undersea explorers of all ages.
Just Draw Fineliner Art presents a collection of more
than 85 beautiful blackwork images by contemporary
artists from around the world. Dip-in for advice or flick
through the pages for inspiration. Each image is
accompanied by a short introduction, information on the
approaches, techniques and tools used, and useful tips.
Learn about stippling and hatching to produce
immensely detailed drawings. This is the perfect guide
for artists and art lovers alike.
A gorgeous new adult coloring book from bestselling
author Millie Marotta, whose books have sold 1.5 million
copies worldwide! Millie Marotta is one of the most
popular creators of adult coloring books--and this
beautiful volume features stunningly sophisticated
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patterns inspired by the savannah. Her intricate blackand-white drawings capture a myriad of the flora and
fauna found in that breathtaking landscape, including
elephants, rhinos, zebras, and ostriches. The highquality stock is perfect for color pencils, as well.
Thirty-one exuberant full-page illustrations to color
feature dragonflies in imaginative renditions of natural
settings. Inspired by the repetitive patterns of Zentangle,
these sweeping designs incorporate flowers, leaves, and
swirling interlocking shapes.
over 75 stickers or decals for wall and home decoration
Amazing Animal Facts Postcards
Designs from Nature
Amazing Dot-to-Dot for Grown-Ups
The Menagerie
A Coloring Book Adventure
From Johanna Basford, 36 postcards for coloring in and
sending to friends (or keeping for yourself!) These
clever postcards feature beautiful drawings from
Magical Jungle, illustrator and ink evangelist Johanna
Basford's wondrous expedition through the jungle.
Color in the cards to bring to life speckled tree frogs
and dainty hummingbirds, prowling tigers and playful
monkeys, and then share the magic with your
friends—that is, if you can bear to part with them! Each
postcard is an invitation to an exotic rainforest teeming
with creatures large and small. For explorers of all
ages.
Sail away on an ocean odyssey with best-selling
illustrator Millie Marotta. She takes to you on a voyage
of discovery from the Arctic waters to the balmy
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Australian coast.
Swim with
dolphins, narwhals,
manatees, and manta ray. Look up to the cries of
albatrosses, pelicans and little auks. Grab your pencils
and bring to life jellyfish, puffins and polar bears. The
watery world is particularly close to Millie's heart and
she brings her passion to these intricate drawings of
shells, pebbles, corals and barnacles. She includes
cliffs, reefs, waves and islands to help set the scene.
This is a must for all colouring fans and particularly the
thousands of Millie fans who love her patterned
illustration style that allows for the most creative of
colouring. Colouring Millie's beautiful illustrations is the
perfect mindful activity for these troubling times, and
new and old Millie fans will find so much to enjoy (and
learn) about the animal kingdom of the seas. Millie
shares her love for the world above and below our seas
and hopes this book will spur us to protect a true
wonder of our world.
Millie Marotta's whimsical animal art has won fans
worldwide. Now Millie has created a pack of three
beautiful journals--two with lined pages, and one
unlined--all illustrated with her appealing illustrations.
Each page features one of her signature creatures,
including birds perched on the page, cute ladybugs,
and an intricately designed elephant. Use them as a
diary, a sketchbook, or for notekeeping!
The New York Times bestselling coloring book from
Millie Marotta--whose books have sold more than five
million copies worldwide! Millie Marotta's adult coloring
books, always filled with intricate patterning and detail,
invite adults and older children to add their personal
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drawing. Enter her captivating
animal kingdom, featuring everything from beautiful
birds to fantastic fish, delicate dragonflies to
elaborately decorated elephants. Give a rooster
plumage, adorn a tortoise's shell, create a backdrop for
a ram, and more inspiring creative fun. The high-quality
paper makes it perfect for color pencils.
Millie Marotta's Tropical Wonderland Pocket Colouring
Millie Marotta's Secrets of the Sea
Foraged, Recycled and Natural Mixed-Media Art
Postcard Colouring Book
Nordic Wilderness
Unbuilt

Tumble down the rabbit hole and find yourself in an inky
black-and-white wonderland. Following on from the
success of the best-selling colouring book Secret Garden
by Johanna Basford, this set of three mini journals has
beautifully illustrated covers decorated with gold foil and
is packaged as a gift set. Each journal contains 64 blank
pages for your notes and sketches. Appealing to all ages,
the intricately realised world of the secret garden is both
beautiful and inspirational.
"Housed in a keepsake box and arranged, much like a
recipe box or card catalog, in tabbed sections (air, forest,
sea, etc) this new format posctard box lets the user share
all the curious knowledge and amazing artwork that
makes Maja's book so special. From the Otters (they hold
hands when they sleep in the water so they don't float
away from each other!) to the elephant (mother elephant
pregnanices last two years!) each postcard presents a
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unique look at the animal kingdom that will delight and
astound. 50 postcards; 25 designs repeating, printed on
toothy uncoated stock, with the animal's biological
classifcation on the back."
A colouring book to keep and treasure forever. The
wonderful illustrations from Millie Marotta's Tropical
Wonderland are reproduced here on the thickest paper yet
(180 gsm) on one side only, including 13 gatefolds and
with five additional prints that can be pulled out of an
envelope at the back of the book. These prints are ideal
for framing. This is an edition for all Millie fans and even
those new to her work who want something special to
record their creative colouring and drawing or indeed
just a beautiful collection of illustrations. The book is
linen bound with screenprinted illustrations and foiling
that add a new dimension to Millie's work. It is, quite
simply, a beautiful book.
Featuring beautiful selections from Johanna Basford's
Lost Ocean, this set of 50 loose postcards in a premium
gift box with a ribbon invites you to colour in shoals of
exotic fish, curious octopuses, delicately penned
seahorses and more - all while exploring the magical
depths of the sea. Perfect to colour, keep and share.
Creative Haven Entangled Gardens Coloring Book
Lost Ocean
Creativity Through Nature
Millie Marotta's Curious Creatures
Just Draw Fineliner Art
Millie Marotta's Beautiful Birds and Treetop Treasures
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Unbuilt tells the stories of the plans, drawings and proposals that
emerged during the 20th century in an unparalleled era of optimism in
architecture. Many of these grand projects stayed on the drawing
board, some were flights of fancy that couldn't be built, and in other
cases test structures or parts of buildings did emerge in the real world.
The book features the work of Buckminster Fuller, Geoffrey Bawa, Le
Corbusier, Frank Lloyd Wright and Archigram, as well as
contemporary architects such as Norman Foster, Zaha Hadid, Will
Alsop and Rem Koolhaas. Richly illustrated with photographs,
drawings, maps, collages and models from all over the world, it covers
everything from Buckminster Fuller's plan for a 'Domed city' in
Manhattan to Le Corbusier's utopian dream of skyscraper living in
central Paris, from a proposed network of motorways ploughing
through central London to a crazy-looking scheme for 'rolling
pavements' in post-war Berlin. This is an important book, not just for
the rich stories of what might have been in our built world, but also to
give understanding to the motivations and dreams of architects,
sometimes to build a better world, but sometimes to pander to egos. It
includes plans that pushed the boundaries – from plug-in cities,
moving cities, space cities, domes and floating cities to Maglev,
teleportation and rockets. Many ideas were just ahead of their time,
and some, thankfully, we were always better without.
Two acclaimed illustrators have created this collection of intricately
designed animal headshots for keen colorists the world over. From
mighty bears to awe-inspiring tigers, each illustration is printed on
perforated paper, so it's easily pulled out and available for display.
The new book by author of the Sunday Times bestseller, Millie
Marotta's Animal Kingdom. In her latest colouring book, Millie brings
you her own selection of the most remarkable animals on earth to
colour in. A huge wildlife fan since she was a child, Millie has
researched curious creatures which are fascinating to look at, have
amazing survival skills, intriguing behaviour and courting rituals and
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adorable Macaroni Penguins with their
yellow crests, the showy King of Saxony Bird of Paradise, the enduring
camel, the majestic flying fish to the long-lived walrus and mighty
moose. Millie Marotta's Curious Creatures features animals from all
over the world, from all kinds of habitat, from the sea to the mountain
tops and from Arctic cold to hot deserts. Remarkable birds, fish,
mammals, reptiles and invertebrates are all brought to life by Millie's
beautiful illustrations. Millie's work has fuelled the rediscovered art of
colouring in and her latest book will satisfy her biggest fans, and gain
her some more. A wonderful book for those thousands of devotees of
colouring in.
Color Me, Draw Me
Creative Haven Country Christmas Coloring Book
Three Mini Journals
A collection for colouring adventures
Millie Marotta's Secrets of the Seas
How to Love Brutalism

Leading illustrator Millie Marotta has created a great
collection of wall decoration stickers that could grace the
walls of any home. Beautiful images, in Millie's inimitable
style, can be added to walls above the sofa, mantelpiece,
shelf, in hallways, on bookcases, stairs, tiles and mirrors.
Millie's beautiful line work of flowers, birds, fish and
foliage is loved around the world and will add charm to
your home without any fuss or work. The stickers are
easily removed from the book and stuck on the wall and
will not leave a mark on the wall after removal. You can
instantly get a sophisticated and consistent look for a room
or whole home with these stickable works of art.
An enchanting adult coloring book from New York Times
bestselling author Millie Marotta, whose books have sold
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more than five million copies worldwide! What awaits
eager fans of Millie Marotta's magical art? In her fourth
collection, the bestselling author of Animal Kingdom and
Tropical World has created enchanting images of exotic
flora and fauna to color in. Millie's engaging and
intricately designed illustrations will beckon artists to
make their mark on such creatures as an Amazonian royal
flycatcher, macaroni penguin, mimic octopus, Tibetan fox,
and golden pheasant, as well as a variety of plants,
including rare orchids.
A passionate and personal book about the writer's own
love for a controversial architectural style. Whether you
love or hate brutalist buildings, this book will explain what
it is about them that elicits such strong feeling. You will
understand the true power of concrete and of mammothsized buildings, but also some of the more subtle aspects of
brutalist buildings that you may not have known or
considered. Brutalist architecture, which flourished in the
1950s to mid-1970s, gained its name from the term ' Bétonbrut', or raw concrete – the material of choice for the
movement. British architectural critic Reyner Banham
adapted the term into 'brutalism' (originally 'New
Brutalism') to identify the emerging style. The
architectural style – typified by buildings such as Trellick
Tower in London and Unité D'Habitation in Marseille – is
controversial but has an enthusiastic fan base, including
the author who is on a mission to explain his passion. John
Grindrod's book will be enlightening for those new to the
subject, bringing humour, insight and honesty to the
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subject but will also interest those already immersed in
built culture. Illustrated with striking drawings by The
Brutal Artist, the book is divided up into a series of mini
essays that explains the brutalist world from a human
aspect, as well as an architectural, historical and even pop
cultural angle. The book journeys from the UK to discover
brutalism and its influence around the world – from Le
Corbusier's designs in Chandigarh, India, to Lina Bo
Bardi's buildings in Brazil.
Dive into oceans and coastlines and explore marvelous seadwelling animals with bestselling artist Millie Marotta. In
the seventh installment of her wildly popular coloring book
series, Millie Marotta turns her attention to Earth's seas,
tide pools, beaches, and shorelines to showcase the
amazing creatures that call these habitats home. Fans will
find intricate drawings of familiar favorites and unfamiliar
sights, including the marvelous whale shark, the graceful
cormorant, and landscapes ranging from rolling sand dunes
to mysterious kelp forests.
Creative Haven Entangled Dragonflies Coloring Book
Lost Ocean: 36 Postcards to Color and Send
A colouring book adventure
Posh Adult Coloring Book Inspired Garden
Soothing Designs for Fun & Relaxation
Millie Marotta's Brilliant Beasts
New York Times bestseller • An artfully playful collection
of unexpected and remarkable facts about animals,
illustrated by Swedish artist Maja Säfström. Did you
know that an octopus has three hearts? Or that ostriches
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can't walk backward?
Or that
a group of owls is called a
parliament, or that they have three eyelids? Sea otters
hold hands in their sleep, bees never sleep, and
penguins laugh when they're tickled! This charming
compendium contains over 100 pages of fascinating
facts about the animal kingdom illustrated with whimsical
detail.
The new book by the author of the Sunday Times
bestseller, Millie Marotta’s Animal Kingdom. Enter
Millie’s wonderful world of treetop treasures and
discover the birds nesting and flying high up in the
treetops, and the myriad creatures found among the
branches. The enchanting illustrations to colour in range
from birds such Major Mitchell’s cockatoo and rose
robins, to the magnolia warbler, silver-eared mesia and
whiskered treeswift. As well as the beautiful birds of the
world, Millie’s intricate designs show the more unusual
creatures residing in the treetops, such as the
Amazonian milk frog, the sugar glider or the treekangaroo. Millie’s inimitable style is treasured by
thousands around the world and in this new, exciting
book there are all sorts of creatures and fauna waiting to
be coloured in, from tiny insects to winged beasts and
scaled reptiles to buds and blossoms. The world’s
rainforests, woodlands and thickets are teeming with life
and this book guarantees hours of relaxation and
colouring fun.
A passionate and purposeful book on finding real
creativity through nature. An essential book for our times
and all artists at whatever level. In her most passionate
and personal book to date, acclaimed watercolour artist
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artists through a series of ideas for working with nature –
in its widest sense – to nurture our creativity, inspire us,
make us more sustainable artists, and replenish energy
and flow when our artistic streams run dry. In ‘Go
Outside and Play’, the author exhorts artists to
recapture a fun, no-pressure way of being outside and
use that feeling when creating. In ’Connecting Materials
to Place’ she creates her own paint from the local pond.
In ‘The Slow Movement’, the artist reveals her year of
working on a specific local hedgerow and painting a
series of different interpretation in its every-changing
detail. She created regular creative rituals, using her
weekly playing card as a starting point for a new painting
to reflect the season each week. She reuses old
paintings, and tissue and paper – wabi-sabi style – to
create new textures and even new paintings. Including
work from other artists as well as her own, she shows
the ideas and work from textile and mixed-media artists.
From allotment inspiration to reusing old painting and
from nature prints to the alchemy of found materials, this
is a journey to find new creativity through our connection
with our natural world.
Thirty-one spectacularly stylized illustrations present
dreamlike gardens bursting with hundreds of intricate
details: blooms, leaves, buds, vines, fronds, and more
floral motifs. Many of the designs include beautifully
decorated borders, adding an extra dimension of creative
coloring.
Millie Marotta's Home Sticker Book
Published in Sweden As Sommarnatt
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Millie Marotta's
Tropical Wonderland
a colouring book adventure
30 Postcards
20 Ways to Draw a Tree and 44 Other Nifty Things from
Nature

Colour it in psychedelic colours, in tasteful tones, in all
shades of orange! But just colour it! Recapture the purest
sense of creativity by colouring in the most beautiful figurative
designs – flowers, birds, butterflies – provided by a leading
textile designer. By adding the key ingredient of colour you
add your own spark of creativity to great designs. The design
team, who work closely with Tate Modern in London, provide
24 postcards with six different designs to choose from. You
can experiment with the colour combinations, using crayons,
pencils, felt/fibre tip pens, and even paint on these uncoated
postcards. A brief introduction gives some tips on using
colours and suggests colour combinations to use on the
specific designs, but you are encouraged to let your own
creativity get to work! Great fun for all those looking for a
burst of creative expression and useful for designers of all
types who want to experiment with colour. The cards can be
kept together in the book or detached, framed or posted to a
friend.
Untouched nature, deep blue fjords, impenetrable forests,
rugged cliffs, wolves, owls, and bears – journey into the wild
landscape of the Nordic Wilderness with this new coloring
book by artist Claire Scully. Discover the species that
populate the region and bring the wild beauty of the North to
life with your own colors. With some perforated foldout pages
that provide scope for panoramic coloring, this irresistible
book offers the perfect escape from everyday life.
From Millie Marotta's Animal Kingdom--a New York Times
bestseller that sold more than three million copies
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worldwide--comes
18 beautiful
prints, personally chosen by

Millie, to color and display! Millie Marotta's Animal Kingdom
coloring book captivated millions of fans everywhere. Now,
this stunning collection offers them 18 of Millie's favorite,
handpicked illustrations from that book, all featuring one print
per page on high-quality paper. As you finish each one, tear
out the perforated sheet and frame the gorgeous result!
A wonderful portable edition of Millie Marotta's Curious
Creatures from the the Sunday Times and international
bestseller Millie Marotta. Lose yourself in the fascinating
world of Millie's Curious Creatures. Millie has researched
beasts of all shapes and sizes from all over the world, and
illustrated those with amazing survival skills, intriguing
behaviours and – of course – beautiful plumage and patterns.
Millie’s intricate style of illustration encourages you to make
your own mark, whether it's adding colour to a mandarinfish
or adding feathers to a kiwi. There's the mimic octopus and
the giant squid, the sleepy sloth and the long-eared jerboa,
even the otherwordly narwhal – all waiting to be brought alive
with glorious colour. Now in a handy pocket size, this book is
perfect for anyone looking for a creative outlet or a mindful
and relaxing activity on the go.
Tropical World
Radical visions of a future that never arrived
Incredible Illustrations Crafted With Fineliner Pens
The Illustrated Compendium of Amazing Animal Facts
50 Postcards to Colour and Send
Animal Kingdom
DIVThis inspiring sketchbook is part of the new 20 Ways
series from Quarry Books, designed to offer artists,
designers, and doodlers a fun and sophisticated collection of
illustration fun. Each spread features 20 inspiring illustrated
examples of a single item, such as a tree, tulip, shell, owl,
peacock feather, mushroom, cloud, or berry.‒with blank
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Tree. /divDIVThis is not a step-by-step technique
book--rather, the stylized flowers, trees, leaves, and clouds
are simplified, modernized, and reduced to the most basic
elements, showing you how simple abstract shapes and
forms meld to create the building blocks of any item that you
want to draw. Each of the 20 interpretations provides a
different, interesting approach to drawing a single item,
providing loads of inspiration for your own drawing.
Presented in the author s uniquely creative style, this
engaging and motivational practice book provides a new
take on the world of sketching, doodling, and designing.
/divDIVGet out your favorite drawing tool, and remember,
there are not just 20 Ways to Draw a Tree!/div
Lose yourself in a riot of beauty and mindful drawing. Millie
Marotta's intricately designed tropical world beckons wouldbe artists to enter and make their mark. Add brilliant colors
to exotic blooms or a parrot's feathers. Complete a rainforest
scene, add fine lines to palm trees, or personalize the
illustrations. It's a wonderful way to fire up your imagination
and relieve stress.
Award-winning botanical artist and illustrator Susan Black
has created a coloring book that will quiet your mind and
soothe your soul. Susan Black brings together striking
botanical patterns and inspirational messages for a
beautifully crafted, love-the-moment coloring book. Fanciful
and vibrant, these nature-inspired coloring pages encourage
you to celebrate every day and inspire you to live a life of
gratitude. I hope my artwork makes someone smile, that they
might be encouraged to slow down and appreciate the
simple goodness in their own life: a kind word spoken, an
inspirational phrase, a colorful blossom, a butterfly flitting by
or time spent with pets and family. Susan Black"
A wonderful portable edition of Millie Marotta's Tropical
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bestseller Millie Marotta. Lose yourself in a riot of colouring
in and drawing as you bring the exotic creatures and plants
in Millie Marotta s tropical wonderland to life. Millie s
intricate style of illustration encourages you to make your
own mark, whether it s to add to the fine lines on trees or
add a splash of colour to the feathers of a tropical parrot.
Explore the rainforest further and you will find extraordinary
flowers, birds, butterflies and reptiles, including a rainbow
boa with shiny scales crying out for a touch of colour. This
book will bring enjoyment to anyone who is looking for a
creative outlet or a mindful and relaxing activity.
Millie Marotta's Woodland Wild
Animal Portraits to Color
Secret Garden
Millie Marotta's Curious Creatures Pocket Colouring
50 Postcards

These beautiful postcards are perfect
for coloring in before you send them
off to your friends and family This
lovely, small-format book contains 25
beautifully intricate illustrated
postcards to color in. Each postcard is
easily detached and has space on the
back for a message and address, so they
can be easily removed, colored, and
sent as a stunning and sophisticated
gift. With an eye-catching foil cover
and detailed black-and-white designs to
color in, The Pretty Pattern Postcards
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Coloring Book would make a gorgeous
gift for the artistically inclined.
A rich collection of Millie's best
brilliant beasts from her five
bestselling colouring books: Animal
Kingdom, Tropical Wonderland, Wild
Savannah, Curious Creatures and
Beautiful Birds and Treetop Treasures.
A menagerie of animals that dazzle with
their presence or sometimes because of
their cleverness and ability to carve
out a life in a hazardous world – but
all brilliant beasts. From the amazing
giraffe to the astute anteater, from
the proud lion to the slow but
thoughtful sloth. This bumper edition
has 120 illustrations that showcase the
most wondrous creatures in Millie's
inimitable decorative style. With 8.5
million books sold, Millie Marotta is
one of the most popular colouring book
illustrators in the world. This is an
essential edition for all Millie
Marotta fans, and for those looking to
discover her much-loved illustrations
for the first time.
New formats to the bestselling Summer
Nights Coloring Book, primed for
summer. Introducing the latest
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additions to Hanna Karlzon's beloved
coloring book series, Summer Nights.
Both Postcards and Artist's Edition
volumes boast twenty of Karlzon's best:
an assortment of eclectic insects,
royal birds, fanciful florals, and
fabled abodes. Already bestsellers in
Sweden, the English language editions
are primed to be a hit. Hanna Karlzon
has an art teaching degree from Umea
University, and has run her own
business as a freelance designer since
2013. Sommarnatt [Summer Nights], her
second coloring book series, was
released in April 2016 in Sweden.
Dagdrommar [Daydreams] has been
translated into several other
languages, and published worldwide.
Spend Christmas in the country with
this festive coloring book and its 31
drawings of holiday scenes in rustic
settings. Illustrations include snug
snowbound cottages surrounded by
evergreens and snowmen, shoppers
browsing the streets of a quaint
village, and other images of winter
landscapes and seasonal cheer. Pages
are perforated and printed on one side
only for easy removal and display.
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Specially designed for experienced
colorists, Country Christmas and other
Creative Haven® adult coloring books
offer an escape to a world of
inspiration and artistic fulfillment.
Each title is also an effective and funfilled way to relax and reduce stress.
Summer Nights Artist's Edition
Millie Marotta's Animal Kingdom
(Postcard Book)
Curious Creatures
Millie Marotta's Animal Kingdom Book of
Prints
Enchanted Forest Journal
Magical Jungle: 36 Postcards to Color
and Send
A compact book containing 30 postcards of
illustrations that feature in the bestselling
Millie Marotta's Tropical Wonderland.
Go into the woods with Millie Marotta! The
New York Times bestselling artist has created
a stunning coloring book filled with forestdwelling creatures. In the sixth installment
of her wildly popular coloring book series,
Millie Marotta takes us through the woodlands
of the world. More than 90 intricate drawings
of beautiful forest-dwelling creatures will
delight colorists and spark their creativity.
Millie's enticing flora and fauna include an
adorable napping fox, little owl, Japanese
pygmy woodpecker, peacock, badger, and
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polecat, along
with Books
whimsical ginkgo leaves,
blossoming flowers, and tropical seeds and
fruits that spill invitingly across the
pages.
Millie Marotta's Tropical Wonderland Postcard
Book: 30 Beautiful Cards for Colouring In
Wild Savannah
Pretty Pattern Postcards
A Coloring Book
Prints to Colour and Frame
A Sketchbook for Artists, Designers, and
Doodlers
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